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INTRODUCTION 

 
Since Sea Eagles were reintroduced to Scotland in 1975, their numbers and range have 
grown significantly. NFU Scotland understands that there are now in excess of 80 breeding 
pairs plus a larger but unspecified number of juvenile birds spread across much of the west 
coast, and a smaller number of birds (including breeding pairs) on the east coast. Although 
this reintroduction has been successful from a conservation point of view, it has come at the 
cost of sheep farmers and crofters in some of the most economically fragile parts of 
Scotland. The costs to sheep farmers and crofters have included: 
 
1. Lambs being killed 
2. Hoggs and ewes being injured, fatally in many cases 
3. New stock requiring to be purchased due to insufficient breeding stock 
4. Increased production costs due to changes to management practice in response to Sea 

Eagle predation (e.g. indoor or in-bye lambing). 
 
There have been a number of local Sea Eagle schemes in operation since the late 1990s, and 
a national scheme since 2011. However, due to their objectives, structures, and budgets, 
none of these schemes have had more than a minimal effect on reducing the impact of Sea 
Eagles on sheep farming and crofting.  
 
In light of the increasing numbers of Sea Eagles, and the meagre budget and impact of the 
management schemes, it is not surprising that the impact of Sea Eagles has grown. By late 
2013 it had reached such a level that NFU Scotland received an unequivocal message from 
its membership that something had to change. In response, NFU Scotland took a number of 
actions: 
 
1. A specific meeting on this subject was held in Oban in January 2014. This attracted 

approximately 40 members from Mull, mainland Argyll, and Lochaber. Representatives 
from SNH and Scottish Government also attended. A number of actions were agreed 
upon. 
 

2. A meeting of NFU Scotland’s Skye and Loch Duich branches was given over to this topic 
in February 2014, with approximately 30 members in attendance. The actions agreed at 
the Oban meeting were supported and expanded upon.  
 

3. A survey (electronic and paper based) of NFU Scotland members up the west coast and 
in Fife and Angus was run from December 2013 to February 2014. This gathered 103 
responses, the results of which are summarised below. 

 
The results of these meetings, the survey, discussions with stakeholders, and internal NFU 
Scotland discussions, form the basis of this action plan.  
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SURVEY RESULTS 
 
The survey was run electronically from December 2013 to February 2014, and in paper form 
for those attending the Oban and Skye meetings who hadn’t already completed the online 
version. A small number of responses were also received in paper form from those who 
requested a survey be posted to them.  
 
Extent of impacts 
 
Of the 103 responses, 68 (66 percent) 
said that their farm business had been 
negatively affected by Sea Eagles. The 
map opposite shows the approximate 
location of these negatively affected 
farm businesses (based on postcode 
data supplied by respondents). It 
should be noted that NFU Scotland’s 
membership (and therefore the people 
who would have received this survey) 
is not uniform across the west coast of 
Scotland. Whilst NFU Scotland has a 
strong membership base in Argyll and 
Skye, it has very few members in the 
Western Isles, Wester Ross and Assynt. 
This – rather than a lack of sea eagle 
impacts – may account for the 
apparent lack of negatively affected 
farmers and crofters in Wester Ross 
and Assynt.  
 
Excluding the single negatively affected respondents in each of Sutherland, Fife, Perthshire 
and Kintyre, the maps below detail the approximate location of the negatively affected 
respondents in two “hotspots” – north Argyll (including Mull), and Skye and Lochaber. These 
areas are the current focus of NFU Scotland’s attention.  
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Trend of impacts 
 
Of the 68 negatively affected respondents, 54 (83 percent) said that the effect of Sea Eagles 
on their business had got worse over the last five years, nine (14 percent) said it had stayed 
the same, and two (three percent) said it had got better. These responses echo the general 
sentiment voiced at the recent meetings that the impacts have worsened and spread in 
recent years. In the case of north Argyll, this growing impact is attributed to the increased 
numbers of Sea Eagles moving off Mull to new areas on the mainland.   
 
Types of impacts 
 
The 68 negatively affected respondents were asked to briefly describe how Sea Eagles are 
negatively affecting their farm business. The answers to this are included in Annex 1. 
 
On the question of which types of Sea Eagles (mature or juvenile) are having a negative 
impact, 41 (63 percent) reported being affected by both, nine (14 percent) said they did not 
know, eight (12 percent) said solely juveniles, and seven (11 percent) said solely mature 
birds. This is significant as only those who manage land within five kilometres of an active 
sea eagle nest are currently eligible to apply to the Sea Eagle Management Scheme. In 
effect, this means that at least 12 percent of those reporting a negative impact (i.e. those 
affected only by juvenile birds) are currently excluded from the Scheme. 
 
Perceptions of other stakeholders 
 
The next question asked the negatively affected respondents to rate their relationship or 
perception of certain organisations on the issue of Sea Eagles. The table below shows the 
results (as absolute numbers, not percentages). In particular it highlights that relationships 
or perceptions of both SNH and RSPB are particularly negative. There are more neutral 
views on Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) and private contractors – perhaps as these 
latter two groups are less closely associated with the Sea Eagle issue.  
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The results for SNH and RSPB echo the severe criticism levelled at them at the two 
meetings. These two organisations are widely viewed as having been insufficiently 
concerned about potential impacts when the reintroductions were proposed and carried 
out (e.g. no impact assessment preceded the reintroduction to Mull), and having not been 
responsive enough to farmer and crofter concerns since.  
 
Scale of impacts 
 
Of the 43 negatively affected respondents who said they kept accurate management 
records of lambs born on the farm, the lamb losses to Sea Eagles (excluding losses to other 
factors such as disease, weather, foxes and ravens) were estimated as follows: 
 

 Mean Median Total 

Number of lambs lost per year to Sea Eagles 40 30 1503 

Losses to Sea Eagles per year as a percentage of the lamb crop 11 10  

 
NFU Scotland accepts it can be challenging to keep accurate records of lambs born within 
extensive systems, and that there may be a component of “black loss” which is being 
attributed to Sea Eagles without concrete evidence. However, the above results coupled 
with the accounts given at the two meetings and discussions with other stakeholders point 
to lamb losses to Sea Eagles being an irrefutable fact and – for some farms – a very 
significant issue. At both the Oban and Skye meetings, farmers and crofters highlighted that 
having to buy replacement stock for extensive systems (i.e. due to impacts on breeding 
stock numbers because of Sea Eagle predation), once almost unheard of, is now increasingly 
common.  
 
Impacts on other biodiversity 
 
When asked about the impact of Sea Eagles on other birds and mammals in the negatively 
affected respondents’ areas, 20 (50 percent) said it was very negative, 11 (28 percent) said it 
was negative, five (13 percent) said it was very positive, three (eight percent) said they did 
not know, and one (three percent) said it was neither positive nor negative (i.e. no impact). 
Qualitative detail about impacts on other species (e.g. especially golden eagles but also 
mountain hares, lapwings, curlews, black grouse, otters, and rabbits) was given at the Oban 
and Skye meetings.  
 
Impacts on emotional wellbeing 
 
The question about the impact of Sea Eagles on the emotional wellbeing of negatively 
affected respondents yielded a very strong response: 17 (44 percent) said it was very 
negative, 15 (39 percent) said it was negative, four (10 percent) said it had had no impact, 
and one (three percent) answered for each of “positive”, “very positive” and “don’t know”. 
The responses to the question asking them to elaborate further on the impact on their 
wellbeing are included in Annex 2. 
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Sea Eagle Management Scheme 
 
Of the negatively affected 
respondents, 43 (71 
percent) said they were not, 
and had never been, part of 
the Sea Eagle Management 
Scheme. The two maps 
below show the 
approximate location of 
negatively affected farm 
businesses (based on 
postcode data supplied by 
respondents) in the two 
hotspot areas, and whether 
(blue pegs) or not (red pegs) 
they were/had been part of 
the Scheme. These results 
appear to confirm the expansion of the Sea Eagles’ range.  
 
18 (29 percent) said that they were or had been in the Scheme in the past, and rated their 
satisfaction with it as shown in the graph above. It is clear that in general participants in the 
scheme who participated in this survey are not satisfied with the scheme.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Positive opportunities 
 
When negatively affected respondents were asked if they thought there were any positive 
opportunities (e.g. agri-environment schemes, tourism projects) for them because Sea 
Eagles were present on their farm, 48 (80 percent) said “no”, six (10 percent) said “yes”, and 
six (10 percent) answered that they didn’t know.  
 
Other comments 
 
The final question to the survey asked for any other comments about Sea Eagles, the 
management scheme, or related issues. The responses to this are included in Annex 3. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
  
In response to the results of the survey and meetings, discussions with stakeholders, and a 
desire to improve the situation for farmers and crofters affected by Sea Eagles without 
breaching Scotland’s obligations under the Birds Directive, NFU Scotland makes the 
following recommendations: 
 
1) By May 2014 SNH should make a public statement acknowledging the impact of Sea 

Eagles on sheep farming, ensuring this message is widely and clearly disseminated – not 
just to farmers and crofters.  

 
2) By June 2014 SNH webpages and publications about Sea Eagles should be updated to 

reflect the above public statement, and in particular should acknowledge predation of 
live and healthy lambs, as well as other impacts. 

 
3) By October 2014 SNH should establish local stakeholder groups (including strong farmer 

and crofter representation) in – at least in the first instance – the two hotspot areas – 
north Argyll (including Mull), and Skye and Lochaber. These stakeholder groups should 
have a key role in developing and implementing Recommendations 5, 6, 7 and 8 below, 
and a mutually agreed representative of each of these groups should have a place on the 
panel of the Sea Eagle Management Scheme. 

 
4) By February 2015 SNH should substantially increase the Sea Eagle Management Scheme 

budget and restructure it to: 1) also be available for those affected by juvenile Sea 
Eagles; 2) use income forgone or minimising additional costs calculations for farmers 
and crofters with substantiated/comparable losses; and 3) increase payments for sheep 
management measures in other areas where losses are occurring but are more difficult 
to substantiate.  

 
5) By March 2015 SNH should establish, fund and manage a quick reaction service working 

with the most heavily affected farmers and crofters to help them cope (e.g. via 
diversionary feeding around in-bye lambing areas).  

 
6) By April 2016 a Sea Eagle Population Viability Analysis (PVA) for Scotland should be 

produced and published.  
 
7) By September 2016 a long term plan for the management of Sea Eagles in Scotland 

should be in place.  
 
8) By March 2017 local projects implementing the recommendations of the long term 

management plan should be operational.  
 
NFU Scotland urges Scottish Government and SNH to work with it and other stakeholders to 
implement these recommendations in full, thereby helping develop the right conditions for 
sustainable co-existence between Sea Eagles and sheep farming.  
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ANNEX 1 – DESCRIPTION OF IMPACTS ON FARM BUSINESS 
 
1. Lambs taken every year from lambing park and hill 
2. The sheep stock is getting less 
3. Getting lambs lifted and two wedder hoggs killed on the ground. 
4. Lamb losses - records kept of births/losses 
5. Lamb losses 40 lambs less at weaning 2013 
6. Loss of lambs 
7. Loss of lambs and hoggs 
8. At least 3 birds living on our land with lambs part of their diet. 
9. Lamb losses 
10. More sea eagles are being seen more often on the common grazing 
11. Common grazings area have sea eagles nesting & feeding on lambs 
12. Loss of lambs 
13. Loss of lambs damage to ewes 
14. Loss of lambs 
15. Weaning % of lambs falling every year. No change in management. 
16. Loss of lambs for sale & hoggs for breeding stock. Loss of ewes coping & killed in difficulty 

before someone gets chance to help. 
17. Since '94 we have hosted them & the situation is not sustainable. 
18. Lambing % has dropped drasticly 
19. Loss of lambs & birds & hares 
20. Nesting pair + in radius of 2nd nesting pair. Lost @ 20% lambs + evidence of attack on 

grown sheep. 
21. Loss of lambs 
22. Loss of lambs (healthy) 
23. An adult & a juvenile seen regularly over 6 week period during June & July 2013 covering 

the farm. lamb numbers are down, but cannot prove sea eagles at fault. This information 
confirmed from F.C. rangers at Aros office. 

24. Lower wintering hogg nos. Progressively reducing flock nos 
25. Lost lambs this year, only strips left although I don't know how many were lost to the sea 

eagles. 
26. Lamb and ewe losses 
27. Juvenile's seen on the farm over last few year's 
28. Lambs found killed late July. Split from chin to groin & meat pecked out. Found fresh & 

bird took off froom 200 yrds away. 
29. Sheep + lambs killed 
30. Lambs being killed and taken away. 
31. Lamb loss and injury by eagle attack 
32. I have seen a sea eagle attack a ewe of mine and it tried to lift a lamb of my neighbour 

just over the fence. 
33. The taking of live lambs 
34. We have three pairs of breeding eagles on our estate, along with varying numbers of 

transient sub adults. These birds have a significant impact on the sheep farming 
enterprise as they kill and maim both lambs, hoggs and adult sheep at different times of 
the year. These sheep are healthy strong animals. 

35. young birds moving into this area, and are responsible for some of the killing which 
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occurs, along with ravens 
36. Lambs lost and killed this year 
37. We have lost sheep and lambs by the sea eagle 
38. Lamb losses from marking to sale/weaning are at least one per day and no doubt similar 

to this prior to marking. 
39. Lambs taken  

Depletion of feral goats 
40. Significant lamb losses throughout lambing time, until July. 
41. We were close to a release point a few years ago but thankfully just after the start of 

lambing they moved on or maybe out as Dad threatened to do sort them out if they 
touched strong lambs!! 

42. killed lambs in spring ,about five, it was with us for a few days  , it was passing through 
43. Lamb predation at lambing time. 
44. Loss of lambs 
45. there are a breeding pair on our farm. No hares or rabbits only sheep and deer for them 

to feed on. 
46. I submitted a lamb that had the largest hole in its shoulder to the SNH office in Oban. The 

hole in the shoulder was so large that it could only have been caused by a large raptor. 
SNH sent the lamb to the SAC lab in Inverness . The report stated that the lamb had died 
from malnutrition but all the staff in SNH and myself had agreed that this was a fairly 
healthy heavy lamb. No explanations for large hole in shoulder. SNH staff admitted that 
they accepted that Sea Eagles took lambs so the answer is to mitigate the effects that Sea 
Eagles can have on flocks. Although this turned out to be a single incident I think that it 
will happen more when the pair start to breed 

47. 1. reduction in lambing %.80% in 2004 now 65% 
2. preditation of hogs in winter. now away wintered at increased cost to business . 
3.more activity with walkers interested in sea eagles . 
4.greater pressure at lambing time due to the fact if your not there to assist straight away 
it's too late ! 
5.eagles been seen bothering cattle at calving time . 

48. I buy BF ewe lambs from a farm that has lambs taken buy the Sea Eagle, my choice of 
breeding stock is reducing year on year.  They are also close to our farm now. 

49. seen taking lambs 
opened up a couped ewe - had to be put down. 
big unexplained loss of lambs this year from lambing and then from marking. 

50. Since Sea Eagles have nested and breed successfully in our Glen we have suffered a very 
poor lambing percentage in the hill causing us to buy in replacement ewe lambs which we 
have never had to do in the past. 

51. they have eaten everything 
52. Lamb predation 
53. I put 50 ewes each with a good strong lamb at marking time June,, 23 kambs went missing 

in 2 months never found a dead lamb just totaly gone. 
54. We have two young eagles and one older one which "visit" on a regular basis.  As we have 

no trees and do not march with a nest we cannot claim any damages.  Have found several 
carcases together with only the top part of skull and skin left torn inside out.  Ewes have 
been scanned in lamb yet they are not on the ground 

55. Suffered lamb losses 
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56. predation 
57. Lambs taken 
58. From the crofting townships in my area I have seen lambs come in at milk clipping with 

claw marks in the neck area.  I regularly see the eagles while out on the hill and chased 
one from lifting a young dog.  At certain times the birds are fed deer carcases brought in 
from other areas so they can be photographed - once done they are then left to find their 
own food again.  This practise I believe is totally wrong. 

59. We have 2 Sea Eagles nests on our farm and just across the loch on our neighbouring 
farm, who have cleared their sheep, they have a particularly predatory pair of sea eagles 
nesting there, hence our lamb crop is being attacked on all sides by 3 pairs of Sea Eagles. 

60. lamb numbers are down near where the eagle nests.I have a PM report of a healthy lamb 
of at least a week old killed by a sea eagle. 

61. gat visit at lambing time 
62. They have been seen in the past taking newborn lambs 
63. CANOT KEEP SHEEP ANY MORE DUE TO SEA EAGLES 
64. not at present but Sea Eagles are in the area 
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ANNEX 2 – DESCRIPTION OF IMPACTS ON EMOTIONAL WELLBEING 
 
1. Feeling of hopelessness as can't do anything. 
2. Very angry when you get an eagle eating a dead hogg which is still warm. 
3. Frustrated 
4. Upset. Contradictory advice from SNH & RSPB. Poor attitude of RSPB. 
5. Low loses at present but as eagles grow impact will increase. 
6. They have a negative effect on my income 
7. Financial impact. Stock numbers falling. 
8. Worrying about job losses because can't keep stock on hill. 
9. Likely to put sheep off - too much impact on a marginal system. Financial impact in 

reduced sales + potential impact on stocking density. 
10. Financial loss & emotional stress. 
11. Stress from dealing with more hassle. Anger & frustration about control of birds 

(predators) 
12. A great deal of stress is caused when these birds cause untold damage to your livestock, 

affecting your livelihood and you are unable to stop the damage caused. 
13. going to the lambing park and seeing the Sea Eagle sitting on a tree waiting until you leave 

to take a lamb and didily squat you can do about it you cant wait there all day with all the 
areas with stock to feed 

14. This has been an issue we have been dealing with for the last 11 years. Some years have 
been significantly worse than others. It is soul destroying to lose any of your stock, but to 
lose them to introduced predators, on a large scale impacts your emotional well being 
significantly. This is exacerbated by the consistent denial of government bodies that there 
is a significant issue, and there is no effective long term solution in place. 

15. Sea eagles have only started coming into this area in the last 2 years, and sightings are 
becoming more frequent - worried about the damage which will be done if numbers 
allowed to increase and if breeding pairs start nesting in this area. 

16. Sea eagles are yet another predator on lambs and sheep we do not need meaning more 
time spent watching over our flock (that we don't have) 

17. They are making our farming unsustainable by taking the ewe lambs we would keep for 
breeding and our sheep stock harder to maintain 

18. Depressing when you see the number of lambs being taken and the denial of the likes of 
SNH/RSPB that there is a problem 

19. Causes huge emotional and financial stress.  Our margins are tight enough without added 
losses from the sea eagle, which we are powerless to control. 

20. They are big birds huge wings and a lot of power and can carry a fair weight of animal eg 
large rabbit as a chicken 

21. my ability to improve my sheep stock is severely affected because of lambs lost to sea 
eagles 

22. it makes me very sad to se them feed on my lambs etc.  , and it is only going to get worse 
not better 

23. blackface hill ewes are not viable . the eagle is just the last straw ! smaller pool of ewe 
lambs to choose breeding stock from , extra wintering costs just to maintain a number 
and less to sell at the end of it all . if new cap budget is not favourable then the ewes will 
go . 

24. Very real threat that the SE will impact on our farm in the near future. 
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25. we work hard for a small margin - this an imposed challenge which we can do little to 
counter that tips the balance into a negative margin. 

26. Extra stress and financial burden of trying to maintain a viable hill flock. 
27. told lies and treated abysmally 
28. It is a constant worry in financial terms and also how the future looks as eagle numbers 

increase 
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ANNEX 3 – COMMENTS ABOUT SEA EAGLES, THE MANAGEMENT SCHEME  
OR RELATED ISSUES 

 
1) Please may the folk (SNH, RSPB) realise that this problem as a very real impact on my 

wellbeing as well as my business. They (the RSPB) couldn't give a monkeys about the 
impact on my business as long as the birds survived. There should be a new panel to 
decide future of rogue pairs with farmer involvement. 

2) It makes me sad we cannot stop them, angry when you see them eat hoggs in front of you 
and you can do nothing. the eagles live for years, they are getting less afraid of man. I can 
nothing to to stop them killing my stock. I can not be all over the hill at the same time. I 
think it a well fare for sheep and cattle with young. What happens when sheep farmers 
give up. What do they on to eating and killing next! Pets, cattle, they are ready on birds. 
The EU say fish stocks are low around the UK, who many fish do they eat a year of there's 
90 in 2013. 

3) I think S.N.H. and R.S.P.S should be prosecuted for cruelty. A farmworker was prosecuted 
for keeping a dog in a confined space. The dog was warm, dry and fed. My wedder 7-8 
month lambs were chased, terrified, exhausted could run no further, lay down and were 
eaten alive. Which has the most cruelty. Both lambs were eaten into their hip bones. 
When eagles lift young lambs, they leave no evidence on the ground. The evidence will be 
in their nest. This is the reason for the 500 metres exclusion zone around their nest. They 
have very little fear of humans. The first eagle I saw about ten years ago landed about a 
100 yrds from me on the hill shen I was taking the lid of a Crystalyx tub. I had a quad bike 
and two collie dogs with me. Why were eagles prosecuted years ago, was it after the 
Clearances when sheep were brought in and they saw the damage they could do! 

4) From reports of sightings, there is significant increase in sea eagles and also an increase in 
loss of lambs, leading to much less sustainable business. 

5) Sea eagles are becoming more common therefore small mamals are decreasing and lambs 
are becoming more off a target for the sea eagles 

6) The resident golden eagles have gone, reduction in small birds. Saw horrific sight of black 
faced ewes full grown, with ripped throat & mouth. very cruel. Pair of sea eagles tried to 
carry them off. Appears that sea eagles are more important than people. The RSPB appear 
to disbelieve crofters, estate managers, farmers who complain of the damage to sheep + 
lambs. If monetary compensation is to be given it should not come from Pillar 1 or 2 but 
from SNH/RSPB's own budget. The 3 full grown ewes I saw which were attacked by sea 
eagles, two had to be put down a week after the attack and the third was basically a 
nervous wreck and never came to lamb again. The sea eagles have shadowed our working 
dogs on the hill. Basically stalking them. The dogs had to be called back for their own 
safety. The sea eagles are killing & pushing out the golden eagle. Smaller rare & not so 
rare birds appear to be declining due to the 

7) As stock numbers leaving the hill eagles have bigger impact on those people keeping 
ewes. The time has come for some positive action. No point in giving people a small 
compensatory allowance as this goes nowhere near payment for damage caused. 

8) Farm already in S.P.A. for eagles and we worry about golden eagle resident on farm being 
pushed out. We worry about no plan about number's of sea eagles this scheme wants to 
have and the impact they have on puffins, wild goats, sheep, deer, mountain wild birds, 
black grouse etc. 

9) Stop all talking shops action needed as this problem has been inflicted by irresponsible 
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people who had no practical knowledge of live stock. Having suffered them for 30 yrs I 
now have no sheep on the open hill. 

10) Have nothing positive to say about sea eagles what so ever. management of sea eagle 
numbers particularly rogue birds before next lambing season. 

11) 1) The absolute fear of predation and the scene of predated stock is my first reaction - 
with the birds (nesting pairs) being as close as 3 miles in direct flight from me. 2) This is 
against my human rights to be subject to such fear on a daily basis. 3) Also an immediate 
plan and strategy to deal with rogue and killing birds 

12) Not aware of other schemes from which I could benefit. I have seen actual damage to 
lambs + mature sheep. 2nd year with eagles on holding:- 1st year we were down in lamb 
numbers without really seeing anything. 2nd year seen actual damage to mature sheep 
and lambs + increased loss of total lamb crop. 

13) Possible loss of further attempts at proposals for wind turbine etc. The losses of lambs in 
the months of June-August have considerably increased since the last two-three years. 
This is the years in which sighting of sea eagles have been a lot more often on our farm. 
As hill farming is difficult enough in these times, since the more increasing presence of the 
sea eagle it is becoming more & more difficult to keep stock ewe lambs to keep ewe 
numbers at a sustainable level. What happens when you cant keep ewe numbers? No 
money can buy replacements to go onto a hill farm system as the hill has natural hefting 
ability you cannot buy this. There has to be a maximum limit of birds put in place before 
they become out of control. 

14) The numbers are out of control for the food that is available. Introduced birds are not 
frightened of humans, so their natural behaviour is obviously not what it should be!! 

15) I do have a self-catering business which may have benefits. There needs to be a long term 
policy on the upper numbers of sea eagles. 

16) Hill stock practically cleared. Clipping far too many kebs and regularly kebbed i.e. July 
shearing. Not same heartache with cattle - summering bought hogs rather than lambing. 
Derogation to shoot rogue predator. 

17) Holiday cottage tenants often interested in sea eagle (which we very rarely see). I suspect 
that their regular presence would benefit this part of the business but not my sheep. 

18) Eagle no are increasing sheep no's going in other direction impact on those still farming 
becoming intolerable. Would like management budget to increase at same rate as eagle 
no's 

19) As an sheep breeder in the west coast has been decimated by the introduction of the Sea 
Eagle, you must wonder where this is going to stop in say 10/20 yrs time when the 
prodjected Sea eagle population will be far more than the food aviable in this area. If the 
area was total tree/forest there would be no wildlife & no food for this project. Keep the 
Sea Eagle on Mull & look after the fragile farmer's. Finance toward's ram purchase & 
replacement wintering costs away from Mull. Predator Licence for killing animal/bird's 

20) They should not have been (or be) reintroduced until the rest of the food chain had been 
repaired. They are forcing the indigenous golden eagle off their territories % clearing a lot 
of struggling species that are or should be given a bit more protection from the powers 
that be. There was never any consultation with the people that are trying to make a living 
from the hills and were foisted upon us. They have been reintroduced for the tourist 
including without any thought or care given to the consequences for the rest of the rural 
economy. Sea eagle numbers must be controlled to a sustainable level for the area that 
they are populating. 
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21) It is vital for individual businesses to be able to apply for a licence to shoot "rouge" birds 
or situations. A maximum total population must be established and kept to. 

22) I Have no problem with Sea Eagles 
23) Sea eagles were introduced without consulting the farmers within the areas concerned, 

and have now been allowed to increase without any control over them. Sea eagles 
numbers need to be reduced to a manageable level quickly or culled completely 

24) 1.Sea Eagles 
they have been reintroduced after their so called diet 'fish' have been fished out , so what 
are they going to eat with no fish ? the only feed source that is abundantly available  on 
the west coast SHEEP and LAMB !! WHY do they nest beside a sheep farm or croft ? its a 
food source they should be renamed Blackface SHEEP EAGLES . 
In BC Canada they are abundant on the West coast  no problem to farmers they eat 
ABUNDANT SALMON !  
2.Management Scheme 
insuffient to cover the Real cost of losses and stress, you have to spend to get monies 
back ie to access lime payment you need to add an additional 70 % £s to put out a proper 
rate where there is genuine sea eagle trouble on farms and crofts a lot more cash needs 
to be made available to help in either scaring or guarding the stock  
also if accessing the scheme it uses your de minimus cash allowance so if  like last year 
heavy losses with snow you would not get much out of any scheme due to de minimus 
limits 
3.Related issues 
RSPB need to be sorted out , they access nest sites and land , they take away prey remains 
for 'further examination' They incessantly trot out 'they only take dead or unviable lambs'  
the RSPB chap that came to out nest finally stopped even mentioning '' they only take fish 
'' when the next was lined with lamb and hanging from the nest !  
they have vested interest in the sea eagle to gain membership as you can see from their 
website yet to my knowledge the don't contribute to the management scheme ,  
the farmer feeds the Sea eagle AND the RSPB feeds their coffers 
SNH  
My personal experience is they have their hands tied with legislation ,when there has 
been nest clearances the RSPB never even let the  local SNH know what they were 
clearing nest. 
The local officer understood where the I was coming from after seeing lamb parts hanging 
from nest  
finally where you have a hard hill a lower lambing percentage and  with a Sea Eagle taking 
lambs they have a disproportionate effect of the flock you cant buy to replace on open 
march land 

25) Up until recently I had only seen the occasional sea eagle on Coll, but over the past 8 
mths. have seen one in April last year take away the cleanings  of a new born calf, then in 
July I saw four flying around and again today I saw two. It seems to me that they are going 
to expand into the Coll Tiree area and I can only think that this will be to the detriment of 
farming in the area. The proliferation of geese has already led to the virtual disapearance 
of cropping in the area. If sea eagles move in I think it will have a severe impact on stock 
rearing. Time for the Scottish Government to come clean on whether it wants farming to 
continue in the West of Scotland or is so called eco tourism its pet project. 

26) Having observed multiple sea eagles over a 12 year period of farming, it has become clear 
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that it is specific birds that predate on sheep. Some birds do not touch sheep and lambs, 
some rely on them as their main food source. The most constructive way forward for the 
sea eagle management/liason would be to put in place EFFECTIVE observation/data 
gathering from identified problem birds, with a view to culling specific birds if they are 
proven to be ovine predators. This would ultimately stop the cycle of these birds teaching 
their young that sheep are good to eat, hence significantly reducing the impact on sheep 
farming in the long term. This is a long term solution that would result in a more 
harmonious co-existence of farming and sea eagles. It is important to re-iterate that only 
SOME birds predate on sheep - and this is where the resources should be targeted. 

27) Wondering what the continued goal of the reintroduction scheme is? When will the 
bodies in charge of this scheme realise the damage which is now being done to many 
other types of wildlife in the area, and to the ecosystem as a whole, as well as to many 
farming businesses in the area. 

28) Need further info 
29) The only way we would be positive about sea eagles would be if they nested here, we 

could turn them into a tourist attraction and would hope to have no involvement with 
either the rspb or SNH! 

30) The Tourists visit the area to see all sorts of wild life not just the sea eagles, ie. golden 
eagles, otters, dolphins, red deer wild goats, all manner of birds and nature in general. 

31) Sea eagle management scheme does not adequately compensate for your losses and I am 
not in the tourist industry. 
In former years we would have a similar number of lambs at marking and weaning, any 
losses being made up by late born lambs. This is now a thing of the past.  
Can RSPB/SNH not be charges for predation rights? 
Golden eagles cannot compete with them. A golden eagle eyrie on our grazing has not 
raised a chick in the last 4 years. Prior to this chicks were exported to Ireland. 

32) Management scheme has been decreased whilst sea eagle population increases year on 
year - doesn't make sense. Sea Eagles are now loosing their appeal to tourists as they are 
now so common that there is no need for searching them out 

33) We need the same law as there is for dog worrying/killing applied to the sea eagles. 
The management scheme is a complete insult to those of us who are already managing 
our flocks properly and have been for generations.  The amount of money that we may 
have got through the scheme would have amounted to a third of the value of what lambs 
we lost to the sea eagle. 
It is vital to us to protect out flock for future generations.  No amount of money can 
replace a hill bound stock.  It is obvious that the reintroduced sea eagles do not behave in 
a manner in common with other eagles. 

34) We are fortunate in that we do not keep sheep, only cattle so do not have a problem as 
yet.  We do see sea eagles occassionally as a pair nest near here, but they seem to 
gravitate towards the landfill site down the road where they find good pickings.  The 
situation is completely out of control in many places, far too many raptors and 
pinemartens and heading for 100 ravens, it is hardly surprising that indigenous birds, in 
particular our black grouse numbers are low, never mind everything else that hasn't much 
of a chance to breed and raise their young successfully. 

35) They brought in alot of traffic at lambing time from spotters that seemed to know there 
where abouts and on a single track road they stopped anywhere and were busy with 
binnoculars when you were trying to pass and most could not even reverse or use a layby 
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with their town cars! 
36) It is a management scheme and not compensation for loses 
37) they should not be hear 
38) 1. we have an old property we would eventually like to renovate and rent . possible 

positive if people would pay a premium to see eagles ! did apply in 2011 for the 
management scheme - was eventually offered in the region off £1250 which I considered 
ok .submitted info and a plan only to be told that the offer was reduced to £600 because 
there was not a nesting pair within 5k of my land . I asked for a written offer to be made 
and this was just over £300 . for this I was to submit an annual diary of sightings and give 
snh/rspb full and unrestricted access . I declined the offer . 

39) The present scheme needs to be kept and the budget increased for the economic loss that 
is being born by farming businesses 
The effect on the Golden Eagle population by Sea Eagle should be properly monitored 
because already the breeding success on Mull of Golden Eagle is getting dangerously low 
and if the Golden Eagle becomes the Icon of Scotland and is found to be failing especially 
in the Golden Eagle SPAs then I will be very interested to see how they deal with the 
Problem. 

40) They are great for tourism in our area but potentially a disaster for our farming business. 
41) the management scheme is not worth nearly enough - needs to be an absolute minimum 

of £2,500p.a. no strings and preferably twice that. 
42) Not affected at moment but could well be in future as numbers increase, Tiree is short 

distance from Mull. I believe that these birds pose a significant threat to the livlihood and 
viability of farms and there is little that farmers affected can do. Conservationists and 
Politicians have little concept of rearing animals and seeing them killed and being helpless 
to do anything about it. 

43) Sea Eagles are only beneficial to tourists and bird watchers.  They are a severe burden on 
a hill flock. 

44) Beatiful animals, nasty environmentalists! 
45) I have seen one immature male sea eagle about 7 years ago,never seen one since 
46) Sea Eagles on Islay provide a spectacular sight which many visitors appreciate. 
47) To little, but this does not address the problem, the sea eagle will require a management 

scheme to control population 
48) I have a farm on a fairly small island in the inner hebrides and although sea eagles are 

frequent visitors but not resident,haven't been a problem for me. Mostly eating on an 
odd carcase. 

49) Not affected but have been spotted in our area. 
50) why would you want to encourage a predator?? At the moment they are a bit like foxes, 

one year a real problem next year gone elsewhere. So any study needs to be over a 
reasonable period. Well documented ability and photos of predation on rare wading birds 
and small mammals by such large birds of prey especially in areas with little else to eat. 
Basic problem was that no proper impact assessment was made at any stage. If it were a 
dog I could protect stock by shooting it but system criminalises this obvious remedy. 

51) I have sighted sea eagles on a number of occasions. From direct anecdotal evidence I am 
quite sure sea eagles attack lambs and even sheep. The RSPB never seems to have a 
picture of one with a fish in its talons - why is this? 

52) The idea that alternative accomadation can be found for your sheep or that husbandry 
could be improved is quite frankly insulting!  The idea that sheep are roaming about in 
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townships and poorly managed is not happening in our area.  The sheep are hefted to the 
hill and are lambed there also unless scanned for twins.  Hill sheep are gone round as 
often as is possible during lambing once inby sheep have been attended to.  You see 
lambs on the hill with ewes popping about fine next outing they can be gone without a 
trace.  Buzzards and Black backed gulls also play their part along with the ravens. 

53) Raptor numbers are out of control 
54) Not arrived here yet. Hope they stay away, or come here and start eating foxes! 
55) Too many and not properly trained to hunt for fish 
56) Trying to get into a scheme for the management of Sea Eagles is very difficult. 
 


